to: birmingham, time inc, wux atlanta, atlanta wants re-run.

for: education,(suggested)

Mississippi accreditation crisis.

Depending on the legal twists and turns there may be a solid education story in the University of Mississippi battle for next week. If Meredith is admitted, the story of his registration(see nation suggestion, cross file) will be well telling. But it is interesting to be the majors will appear as Barnett says so far as to close the University before granting Meredith admission. This would cause a tempest because Ole Miss is dear to the heart of most of the State's citizens and they well remember the struggle the University had becoming accredited after the reign of Theodore Bilbo was almost wrecked its faculty, permanently.

Faculty members are known to be grumbling over the current impasse since many were recruited with the understanding that the University would be kept clear of politics. And, people on campus are disturbed by reports that the Southern Association of Schools and Colleges is casting a careful eye at the University's accreditation in the light of recent developments. If Barnett shuts the University, Ole Miss could well loose its accreditation again. We think that from a purely educational standpoint this development bears watching as a significant sidelight to the State-Federal power struggle. Depending on developments of course, the